Harvard's Notoriety As Girls School Established Even Among Europeans

Technology men long declared that Harvard was their favorite women's college, but they have never been out of this opinion until the following letter, addressed to the "Director of University John Harvard" found its way into a recent Harvard Crimson. It came from London, and read:

"Dear Sir,

"Good Morning,

"My son is a postgraduate of American nation. And he is deep admiration from American civilization, renders him a very young beamed man. Are U. S. A. a great country? My son can be reading constantly as accredited American writers. And my son be good genius of intimate, sentimental, affectionate, interesting.

"Sincerely yours,

London, England"

Issues

(Continued from Page 1)

To find his most harrowing experiences they were only part of a nightmare.

P Mods eat on the waters ragged

"SHARING THE DECKS FOR" a action, the Prem Committee very promptly presented two budgets for approval. Meditating on the success of that year's F. U. G. and trying to judge the sentiment of their class they decided in favor of a large band. The "Old Friend" as second choice.

"Inability to secure an appropriate college, we nevertheless predict, will result in this year's Prem following the precedent set by the Titanic sink such as it is an iceberg. The supernatural explanation is in the line of least resistance whereas the natural one is in terms of immediate explanations. These explanations do not conflict.

In parts I and II, you have defined science and religion as two different methods of dealing with the same thing. This was a misleading definition because religion is not as much concerned with phenomena as with the biochemical processes which take place within man, but the whole man reacts toward his world according to his religious or scientific knowledge; the province of religion is to work with the inner man, and the biochemical processes are methods that are mutually exclusive but complementary.

Joseph G. Bryan, '38

(Editors note: It is impossible to discuss the two different methods of dealing with the same thing. This was a misleading definition because religion is not as much concerned with phenomena as with the biochemical processes which take place within man, but the whole man reacts toward his world according to his religious or scientific knowledge; the province of religion is to work with the inner man, and the biochemical processes are methods that are mutually exclusive but complementary."

ATTENTION TECH STUDENTS

Booster's Permanent Reliable Driving School
15 Private Lessons $5.00
UPTOWN SCHOOL

125 E. Washington Ave.
Harvard, Ill.

Tel: COMMONWEALTH 1626

SIXTH FLOOR--STORE FOR MEN

IS A WINDFALL FOR CHRISTMAS MALES!

You see, we know that a fish out of water is sitting pretty compared with a gentleman floundering about in a Woman's department... so we've gathered gifts from our entire great store and put them in a separate shopper for MEN ONLY where retiring males may get the benefit of a woman's point of view in Christmas shopping yet relax in a purely male environment.

Two Juniors Elected To Beaver Key Board

Gus M. Griffin and Hans Bebele Chosen To Positions

Two Juniors, Gus M. Griffin and Hans Bebele, were elected to the Executive Committee of the Beaver Key Society which met last evening in the East Lounge of Walker.

The Executive Committee was composed of the four Beaver of.
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